ABSTRACT Single-and multicomponent lipid bilayers of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DPPC), 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DSPC), isostearyl isostearate, and heptadecanoyl heptadecanoate in the gel phase are studied via molecular dynamics simulations. It is shown that the structural properties of multicomponent bilayers can deviate strongly from the structures of their single-component counterparts. Specifically, the lipid mixtures are shown to adopt a compact packing by offsetting the positioning depths at which different lipid species are located in the bilayer. This packing mechanism affects the area per lipid, the bilayer height, and the chain tilt angles and has important consequences for other bilayer properties, such as interfacial hydrogen bonding and bilayer permeability. In particular, the simulations suggest that bilayers containing isostearyl isostearate or heptadecanoyl heptadecanoate are less permeable than pure 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine or DSPC bilayers. Furthermore, hydrogen-bond analysis shows that the residence times of lipid-water hydrogen bonds depend strongly on the bilayer composition, with longer residence times for bilayers that have a higher DSPC content. The findings illustrate and explain the fundamental differences between the properties of single-and multicomponent bilayers.
INTRODUCTION
Experimental studies have shown that lipid composition can significantly impact membrane properties, e.g., altering inplane structure, repeat distance, and permeability (1) . Determining the molecular mechanisms responsible for these changes is of the utmost importance for rationally designing and engineering lipid mixtures with precisely tuned properties. However, the underlying molecular mechanisms often remain elusive to experimental methods, as behavior must typically be inferred from various experimental measurements, rather than directly measured. As a molecular-level probe, computer simulations provide a means to directly examine lipid structure, dynamics, and thermodynamic properties. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in particular have been instrumental in elucidating the molecular arrangement and interactions of lipid membranes (2, 3) , providing important information with regard to how headgroup structure influences phase behavior, mechanical properties, hydrogen bonding, and transport properties (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .
To date, computational studies of lipid membranes have been overwhelmingly focused on phospholipid membranes, such as 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) (2, 9) , in large part due to the dominance of phospholipids in biological systems. Furthermore, most of these studies have focused on fluid-phase (i.e., liquid-crystalline) systems, as the slow dynamics of the densely packed lipids in the gel phase require long simulation times and thus incur a high computational cost to reach and sample equilibrium states for atomistically detailed models. Less is therefore known about the structure and properties of gel-phase phospholipid systems, with only a handful of atomistically detailed studies examining the links between composition and structure. Early simulation studies of the gel phase by Tu et al. (10) and Essmann et al. (11) provided some molecular-level interpretation of the available experimental work in terms of the bilayer structure and water-lipid interface. However, noticeable deviation is observed with regard to tail arrangement and headgroup orientation, likely as a consequence of the limited timescales that could be considered (12) . Furthermore, the bilayers in these studies showed unphysical conformations as a result of constraining the area per lipid (APL), as was later shown by Venable et al. (13) , who found that fluctuations in the simulation-box size are essential during the equilibration stage to form a gel conformation consistent with experiments on a dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) bilayer. More recent simulations of single-component phospholipid bilayers in the gel phase have revealed that their structure is largely determined by the lipid headgroup size (14, 15) , a finding supported by experiments showing that the APL does not strongly depend on lipid chain length (16) . In comparison, with increasing tail length, fluid-phase membranes show a decrease in APL associated with the stronger van der Waals attraction between the longer tails (17) . Other simulation studies have focused on the phase transition from a fluid-to a gel-phase bilayer for DPPC, identifying three distinct structures relative to the transition temperature (18) . Of particular interest is the work of Coppock and Kindt (19) , who studied a mixture of different-chain-length phospholipids in the gel phase and found an offset in headgroup positions between the different lipid species, with shorter lipids sitting deeper in the bilayer structure. Although increases in computational power have enabled these recent studies to begin probing properties of gel-phase phospholipid systems (14, 15) , a full understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying gel-phase lipid systems, and particularly mixed-lipid systems with emollients, has yet to be established.
Here, the behaviors of pure and mixed lipid gel bilayers are examined via MD simulation. Two phospholipid molecules, DPPC and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DSPC), are considered. DPPC is the phospholipid system most commonly studied via computation, providing validation and a baseline for comparison; DSPC is structurally similar to DPPC, with the same phosphatidylcholine headgroup but longer hydrocarbon tails, as shown in Fig. 1 , and is commonly used in the healthcare industry. Two known emollients, isostearyl isostearate (ISIS) and heptadecanoyl heptadecanoate (HDHD), which differ only in their terminal groups (Fig. 1) , are also considered. ISIS is of particular interest, as it has been shown experimentally to induce a hexagonal-to-orthorhombic transition in the lateral packing of the hydrocarbon chains of gel-phase ceramide-based bilayer systems (20) . This change in structure is suggested to be responsible for the observed reduced permeability (21) , although contradictory observations in vivo (17) suggest that the permeability-reducing effect is due to ISIS-induced changes in the lamellar phase behavior of the lipid mixture (22) . We also note that studies of side-branched phospholipids have shown that side branches on lipid tails reduce the bilayer permeability by limiting the diffusional freedom of small permeating molecules (23) , providing yet another possible mechanism.
Collectively, the lipids studied here enable a comprehensive examination of headgroup size and the effects of chain branching on the structural properties of gel-phase bilayers in pure and mixed lipid systems. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Materials and Methods, we discuss the preparation and details of the simulations performed. We then present and discuss our results and, finally, summarize our findings and draw conclusions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A bilayer leaflet was created by placing 100 molecules, in a hairpin configuration, on a square lattice, with tails in the all-trans conformation and oriented along the vector perpendicular to the lattice plane. Molecules were randomly rotated along their long axis to create a disordered distribution of lipid backbone orientations, in agreement with the findings of a recent study by Uppulury et al. (24) , who showed that disorder in the glycerol orientation is essential for a gel-phase phospholipid bilayer to accurately reproduce the experimentally measured tilt of the lipid tails. The authors suggested that disordered backbone orientations were required, since the reorientation timescale is too long to sample in atomistic simulations. The study presented here uses an initial APL of 56 Å 2 to further ensure that the molecules can rearrange and adopt a preferred packing. Furthermore, in the mixed lipid bilayers studied, different molecules a b FIGURE 1 (a) The structure of the DPPC, DSPC, ISIS, and HDHD lipid molecules examined in this study. (b) A snapshot of a typical configuration of a pure DSPC bilayer in water. Hydrocarbons are shown in cyan, oxygen in red, phosphorus in orange, nitrogen in yellow, and hydrogen in white. To see this figure in color, go online.
were randomly assigned to lattice sites, mimicking a mixed morphology. A bilayer was then formed by placing two different leaflets parallel to each other, with the tail endings from both leaflets reaching the middle of the bilayer. The bilayers are in excess water to allow for a fair comparison between systems. Each of the bilayers is surrounded by 8000 water molecules (40 per lipid).
The lipids were described by the GROMOS 53a6 force field (25) . The partial charges from Chiu et al. (26) were applied to the DPPC and DSPC molecules, whereas the other molecules were created with the Automated Topology Builder, Version 2.1 (27) . Water was modeled with the simple-point-charge model, with the rigid structure preserved using the SHAKE algorithm. MD simulations were performed using the LAMMPS simulation engine (28) . The simulation box was orthogonal and fully periodic. Dispersion interactions were described by a Lennard-Jones potential, with a cutoff distance of 14 Å . The particle-particle particle-mesh method was used to calculate electrostatic interactions, with the real part truncated at 14 Å (29). The simulation systems were first subjected to an energy minimization, followed by a short run of 100 ps in the NP z AT ensemble using a time step of 0.5 fs, where the z-direction corresponds to the bilayer normal. The normal pressure was kept at 1 atm and the temperature at 305 K via a Nosé-Hoover thermostat with a coupling time constant of 100 times the simulation time step. The simulations were then switched to the NPT ensemble with anisotropic pressure control and the time step was increased to 2 fs.
Recent studies by Schubert et al. (30) and Uppulury et al. (24) demonstrated that results of gel-phase simulations could depend on the equilibration protocol, which can result from slow dynamics and the presence of ergodic hindrances and various metastable states. Reaching the minimum energy configuration in such systems therefore remains challenging, and although no equilibration procedure ensures this, it is widely recognized that simulated annealing can be instrumental in producing a relaxed configuration (18, 31, 32) . However, it must be noted that simulated cooling rates are typically orders of magnitude higher than the rates commonly used in real annealing. Consequently, the fast annealing used in simulation studies might still not allow sufficient time for a disordered state to become ordered, as suggested by the works of Schubert et al. (30) and Uppulury et al. (24) In an effort to avoid these issues, here, the molecules are initially placed in an already ordered lamellar state with randomized lipid backbone orientations, and a repeated heating and cooling process is performed to increase the lipid lateral movement. Fig. 1 b shows a typical simulation snapshot of an equilibrated DSPC bilayer. To validate reproducibility of the results, the equilibrations of multiple DSPC systems are compared and discussed in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material, and additional details are also provided in the Equilibration Protocol section of the Supporting Material.
All production runs were for 150 ns, of which the last 80 ns was used for analysis. Various structural quantities have been calculated for each system studied to quantify the bilayer properties. These include the APL, which is the cross-sectional area divided by the number of lipids, the acyl chain tilt angle, q, the bilayer height, and the area per tail (APT), which is the APL divided by the number of tails per molecule and multiplied by cos(q) to map the area from the bilayer plane onto the plane perpendicular to the chain directions. The Supporting Material provides detailed information on how each of these quantities was calculated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure of single-component lipid bilayers
To first validate the procedures used in this work, simulations of pure DPPC are performed and compared to the literature. As reported in Table 1 , whereas other works report APLs of 48.7 Å (2,33) and 52.3 Å (2,34) and a tilt angle of q ¼ 32.6 from x-ray diffraction also at 298 K (35) . As recently noted by Poger et al., such a range in reported APL values is common (36) .
The pure DSPC bilayer simulations produced an APL of 49.7 (0.2) Å 2 , which is slightly lower than for DPPC, and a tilt angle of q ¼ 36.3 (0. 4) , similar to that of DPPC. The lower APL can be explained by the increased van der Waals attraction between the longer acyl chains. Although it is known from experiments that the influence of chain length on APL is smaller in the gel phase than in the liquid-crystalline phase, this has not yet been studied computationally (16, 37) . The results for the pure DSPC bilayer agree well with values reported in the literature. For example, using x-ray scattering, Sun et al. (16) for DSPC at 313 K using the united-atom force field of Berger (39) . The data reported here are in good agreement with these earlier results and serve to further validate our simulation findings.
The pure ISIS bilayer to our knowledge has not been previously studied. The APL of the ISIS bilayer, as reported in Table 1 .4) found for DPPC and DSPC, respectively. However, the tilt angle of the ISIS tails is still large, which indicates that the APL remains considerably larger than would be desirable based on the tail-tail interactions alone. This behavior can have one of two causes: 1) it could be related to the size of the headgroups and the presence of water molecules between them, or 2) it may be a consequence of the steric repulsions between the side branches on the acyl chains. The latter possibility can be tested by comparing the structural properties of the ISIS and HDHD bilayers. The data in Table 1 report that the HDHD bilayer has an APL of 39.5 (0.1) Å 2 and a tilt angle of 7.6 (1.2) , both of which are considerably smaller than the values found for the ISIS bilayer. These data show that the small ester headgroup is not prohibitive in the formation of a densely packed gel bilayer, indicating that the methyl side branches in ISIS are responsible for the large APL and tilt angle observed. As such, the results illustrate that although the APL and tilt angle of the single-component gel-phase bilayers do not strongly depend on tail length, they do depend on the headgroup chemistry and branching (i.e., crosssectional area) of the tails.
Equimolar lipid mixtures
The DSPC-ISIS mixture is considered first and reported in Table 1 . This mixture is found to have a much smaller APL than either the pure DSPC or pure ISIS bilayers, resulting in a smaller tilt angle and a larger bilayer height. Although it is counterintuitive that the APL of the mixture is smaller than that of either single-component bilayer, this can be partially explained by the fact that only half of the molecules in the DSPC-ISIS bilayer contain a large headgroup and only half of the tails contain side branches. This reduces the steric repulsions between these large groups and thus allows for a smaller APL. The APT of the DSPC-ISIS bilayer shows no significant deviation from that of the pure DSPC and ISIS bilayers, but the fact that the value is slightly higher than that of the pure HDHD bilayer indicates that the presence of the large head and tail groups still prevents a denser chain packing. The mass-density profile of the heads and tails of the DSPC-ISIS bilayer, shown in Fig. 2 , reveals an important feature in the structure of this mixture; the headgroups and the tails of the different types of molecules are located at different depths in the bilayer, with ISIS located deeper in the bilayer. A small difference between headgroup depths of different molecules was also observed by Coppock and Kindt, who simulated a gel-phase DSPC-DMPC mixture and found that the heads of the DMPC molecules were located 0.1-0.2 nm deeper in the bilayer than the DSPC heads (19) . The spatial arrangement of the molecules in the DSPC-ISIS mixture is shown in Fig. 3 , c and e. The offset in depth can be quantified for the headgroups as D ¼ (H PP À H II )/2 ¼ 6.4 Å , which defines the distance between the average depth of the phosphate group and the ISIS headgroup in a bilayer, where H PP and H II are the bilayer heights based on the phosphate and ISIS headgroups, respectively. As a consequence of the offset, the large DSPC headgroups, which are now only present on half of the molecules, are not hindered much by ISIS headgroups. Similarly, the ISIS tail endings are located near the middle of the bilayer, where the bilayer density is reduced. Thus, a compact packing of the molecules is achieved by mitigating the large steric repulsions between headgroups and tail endings. This results in an APL and a chain tilt angle that are much smaller than in the single-component bilayers. The more compact packing reduces the cross-sectional area of the bilayer, whereas the offset increases the effective interfacial area, allowing more water molecules to hydrate the protruding DSPC headgroups. This naturally has consequences for hydrogen-bonding interactions as well as bilayer permeability, as discussed below.
Although the offset can be explained by the need to mitigate repulsions between headgroups and tails, the DSPC-ISIS results alone do not reveal which parts of the molecules represent the driving force behind the offset. However, this can be determined by also investigating the structure of DSPC-HDHD and ISIS-HDHD bilayers, which eliminate the presence of side branches and large headgroups, respectively. The data in Table 1 suggest that the structure of the DSPC-HDHD bilayer deviates from that of the DSPC-ISIS bilayer, consistent with the differences between the pure ISIS and HDHD bilayers. That is, the APL, APT, and tilt angle of DSPC-HDHD are very similar to those of pure HDHD, indicating that the large size of the DSPC headgroups does not determine the packing density of the lipids in an equimolar mixture. The offset between the headgroup positions is D ¼ (H PP -H HH )/2 ¼ 6.2 Å , where H HH is the average distance between the HDHD headgroups in both leaflets of the bilayer and is only slightly smaller than for DSPC-ISIS. Note however, that even if the offset were the same as for DSPC-ISIS, the distances between the headgroups would be smaller for DSPC-HDHD due to the smaller APL. The fact that the offset is reduced, despite a smaller APL, demonstrates that headgroup repulsions are not responsible for the large offset in the DSPC-ISIS bilayer, showing that the side branches cause the large offset, which can be corroborated by data for the ISIS-HDHD bilayer. The APL, APT, and tilt angle of the ISIS-HDHD bilayer are again similar to those of pure HDHD, with the side branches on the ISIS molecules causing a slight increase in these measures. Although ISIS and HDHD have the same headgroups and tail lengths, the equimolar mixture of these lipids shows an offset of 1.4 Å between the headgroup positions. The ISIS molecules are again positioned deeper into the bilayer, such that the tail endings escape the dense tail area in the middle of the bilayer. This offset is clearly driven solely by the side branches on the ISIS tails, since the headgroup and tail length of ISIS and HDHD are identical.
The results presented so far have elucidated how the molecular geometries determine the bilayer structure of binary mixtures through a balance between steric repulsions and van der Waals attractions. An equimolar DSPC-ISIS-HDHD bilayer has also been studied to determine whether the insights from the binary mixtures extend to more complex systems. The data presented in Table 1 show that the structural properties of the three-component mixture are very similar to those of the other bilayers containing HDHD. These systems are all characterized by small APL, APT, and tilt angle, compared to the bilayers without HDHD. The three-component bilayer shows an extended offset mechanism, in which the ISIS molecules are located deepest in the bilayer, the DSPC molecules are found furthest toward the exterior, and the HDHD molecules are in an intermediate position. The role of the HDHD lipids can be seen as that of a ''filler molecule,'' allowing sufficient space for the lipids that contain larger groups. Based on the findings presented, we believe that adding small amounts of HDHD to a DSPC or ISIS bilayer would strongly affect the bilayer structure until the steric repulsions are sufficiently reduced, after which adding more HDHD will have a minimal effect.
Water-lipid hydrogen-bonding analysis
Hydrogen bonding affects bilayer structure, lipid dynamics, and the dynamics of fluid molecules in the bilayer headgroup region (40) . Since the lipids in this study have no explicit (polar) hydrogen atoms, they can only form hydrogen bonds with nearby water molecules, not with other lipids. The calculated average numbers of hydrogen bonds between a DPPC, DSPC, ISIS, or HDHD molecule and the surrounding water molecules are presented in Table 2 a b c d e 
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for all the systems studied. The criterion used to determine the presence of a hydrogen bond was based on a combination of the O$$$H distance, r OH , being <2.35 Å and the
, where molecule i is the donor molecule and j the acceptor (41) .
The lipids in the pure DPPC and DSPC bilayers form on average 3.4 and 3.3 hydrogen bonds, respectively, with surrounding water molecules. This agrees well with the study by Stępniewski et al. (42) , who found a value of 3.61 for DSPC in the gel phase. In comparison, values around 6-7 are typically found in the liquid-crystalline phase, in which more space is available to hydrate the headgroups (42) (43) (44) . Roughly two-thirds of the hydrogen bonds are found to involve the phosphate group (shown in Fig. 4 ) and one-third the carbonyl group on either of the lipid tails, which are located deeper in the bilayer. Both groups contain accessible double-bonded oxygen atoms, in contrast to the glycerol backbone of the molecules, which only contains ether oxygens and accounts for only 3% of the hydrogen bonds. The choline headgroup is not listed in Table 2 , since this group is found not to form hydrogen bonds. Although the choline headgroup is fully exposed to the aqueous phase, the methyl groups limit the accessibility of the nitrogen atom, in agreement with earlier work. For example, Lopez et al. (40) found for a liquid-crystalline DMPC bilayer that most lipid-water hydrogen bonds were formed at the carbonyl groups and the double-bonded oxygen atoms of the phosphate groups, and that these bonds were longer lived than bonds formed with other acceptor atoms. Similarly, Leekumjorn and Sum (43) determined that for liquid-crystalline DPPC, 58% of the water-lipid hydrogen bonds involved the phosphate group and 34% the carbonyl groups on the lipid tails, in close agreement with the values reported in Table 2 . Furthermore, consistent with the observation made here, neither study found hydrogen bonds between water and the nitrogen atom in the choline group.
A comparison between the pure bilayers shows that DPPC and DSPC form more hydrogen bonds than ISIS and HDHD. This is not surprising, since the phospholipids contain more potential hydrogen-bond acceptor atoms and their headgroups are much more hydrated than the ester headgroups of ISIS and HDHD. ISIS and HDHD have identical headgroups, and the larger number of hydrogen bonds seen for the ISIS compared to the HDHD bilayer is consistent with its larger APL.
Mixtures involving DSPC exhibit more hydrogen bonds per DSPC molecule compared to the pure DSPC bilayer. As the mole fraction of DSPC decreases, the accessibility of protruding DSPC headgroups increases. This applies to each of the hydrogen-bond acceptors in the DSPC molecule, because the ISIS and HDHD headgroups are located as deep in the bilayer as the carbonyl groups of the DSPC molecules. As a result, the proportions to which the different parts of the DSPC molecules contribute to the formation of hydrogen bonds are independent of the bilayer composition. The fact that the ISIS and HDHD headgroups are located deeper in the bilayer interior than the DSPC headgroups causes them to form fewer hydrogen bonds in bilayers that contain DSPC than in bilayers without DSPC. In the latter case, water molecules can partially surround the ester headgroups; which is not possible in the case where ISIS or HDHD molecules are sandwiched between longer The average numbers of hydrogen bonds per DPPC and DSPC molecule are decomposed into fractions associated with different parts of the molecule, as shown in Fig. 4 . In the ISIS and HDHD molecules, only the headgroups are involved in hydrogen bonds. The numbers in parentheses are error estimates based on the standard deviation.
FIGURE 4
The hydrogen-bonding groups within the phospholipids (top) and emollients (bottom). The circled groups are considered headgroups, whereas the remaining parts of the molecules are the tails. To see this figure in color, go online.
molecules. Even in the ISIS-HDHD mixture, the offset affects hydrogen-bonding numbers, as evidenced by the fact that the ISIS molecules form fewer hydrogen bonds than HDHD due to their deeper position in the bilayer. This offset simultaneously increases the water-accessible space around an HDHD headgroup and decreases the space around an ISIS headgroup. Table 3 presents, for each bilayer studied, the average residence times of hydrogen bonds between water and the lipid species present in the bilayer. Average residence times are found to depend more strongly on the bilayer composition than on which lipid species is involved in the hydrogenbond interaction. The dependence on bilayer composition is shown by a decrease in the residence times as the concentration of DSPC decreases, which has two causes. First, a decrease in the number of DSPC headgroups leads to a decrease in the number of double-bonded oxygen atoms that are prone to strong hydrogen bonding. Second, a lower density of DSPC headgroups results in more freedom for water molecules to move around the headgroups, and this increased mobility in turn reduces the residence times. Furthermore, the data show that the average residence times of the hydrogen bonds are approximately similar for each lipid species in the bilayer. This can be explained by the fact that hydrogen-bond residence times depend on the freedom of water molecules to move around and reorient, which depends not only on which lipid the water molecules are hydrogen-bonded to, but also on their local environment (i.e., the bilayer composition).
Water partitioning
The excess-free-energy profile, DG(z), describes the amount of work needed to displace water from the bulk phase to a certain depth in the bilayer. This profile can be calculated from the water-density profile, r(z), via a potential of mean force expression:
where k B T is the thermal energy, r 0 denotes the bulk water density far from the bilayer, and the ratio between the two densities, n(z) ¼ r(z)/r 0 , is the density of states. Fig. 5 presents the excess-free-energy profiles for a subset of the systems studied, for the sake of clarity, whereas the data for the other systems are shown in Fig. S2 . The profiles are displayed as the distance from the bilayer center, which means that the profiles are horizontally separated due to the different bilayer heights. The data show that the bilayers containing ISIS or HDHD have a steep slope in the energy profiles toward the dense tail region, whereas the profiles corresponding to pure DPPC and DSPC bilayers have a much smaller slope, indicating that a water molecule can reach the interior of the DPPC and DSPC bilayers at a smaller free-energy cost. The steep energy slopes obtained for bilayers containing ISIS supports the claim that ISIS reduces the permeability of a bilayer (20) . In addition, the data suggest that the presence of HDHD in a bilayer also reduces bilayer permeability, based on this measure. Once a water molecule reaches the bilayer interior, the speed at which it diffuses through the bilayer depends on the available space, which varies across the bilayer. The available space at a given depth is complementary to the amount of space occupied by the lipids, which can be calculated by defining a plane perpendicular to the transmembrane axis and measuring the fraction of the plane area that coincides with the presence of intersected atoms (45) . Occupied-area profiles are especially valuable for bilayers in the gel phase, since the dense chain packing does not allow for large thermal fluctuations in space between lipid tails (''pockets''), and the regular lipid packing leads to small variations between pocket sizes. Since all the pockets are approximately the same size, the average occupied area is representative of the local environment in the bilayer. Thus, the diffusional freedom in the different gel-phase bilayers can be compared qualitatively by comparing their occupied-area profiles. The details of this calculation are provided in the Supporting Material.
The occupied-area profiles for all the systems studied are presented in Fig. 6 . The maximum occupied-area fraction All times are given in picoseconds.
FIGURE 5
The excess-free-energy profiles for water molecules to penetrate into bilayers. To see this figure in color, go online.
for each of the bilayers is~0.72-0.74, which is notably larger than the 0.65 measured for DPPC in the liquid-crystalline phase (46) . DPPC and DSPC show narrow dense regions compared to the other profiles, which all show a dense plateau in the tail region. The fact that DSPC is locally very dense might seem surprising given the large APT of the bilayer; however, the occupied-area profiles of DPPC and DSPC both suggest that the density in the tail region varies along the length of the chains, such that the reported APT is an effective average value. This variation along the chain length can be explained by the van der Waals attraction between the chains. It is not possible for the chains to be closer to each other near the headgroup region, whereas there are no obstacles farther from the headgroups. This results in the DSPC tails being slightly curved, so that the tail-tail distances are smaller toward the middle of the bilayer, and thus, the occupied area and the tilt angle are larger in this region. The occupied-area profiles corresponding to the pure ISIS and HDHD bilayers show a dense plateau value in the tail region and a slightly increased density in the headgroup region, especially for HDHD, due to its smaller APL. This large occupied area can form a significant barrier to water molecules entering the bilayer and is thus indicative of a small bilayer permeability, as was also suggested by the excess-free-energy profiles discussed earlier in this section.
All of the mixed-lipid systems studied show a dense plateau region similar in shape to that of the pure ISIS and HDHD bilayers. However, the plateaus are wider for the mixtures, due to the small tilt angles and the offsets observed in these bilayers. Combining the wide, dense plateaus with the large free energy of partitioning of the mixed bilayers that contain ISIS or HDHD, it appears that these bilayers are less permeable than the pure DPPC and DSPC bilayers. The occupied area in the bilayer center depends strongly on the amount of ISIS present in the system, since the tail endings of ISIS molecules are bulky and located closer to the bilayer center than the other tail endings, to mitigate steric repulsions between these side-branched tails. Consequently, the occupied areas in the bilayer center of systems that are rich in ISIS are more similar to the dense tail region. The increased presence of methyl groups in the bilayer center could reduce the residence time for water molecules in the middle of the bilayer, since the relatively dense and hydrophobic center is not strongly preferable environment for water molecules over the dense hydrophobic tail region. However, the side branches of the ISIS molecules could also form an obstacle for water molecules to pass (23) .
Bilayer permeability is typically calculated using the inhomogeneous solubility-diffusion model, in which the permeability coefficient is calculated from a one-dimensional integral function containing the excess-free-energy and diffusion-coefficient profiles (46) . The computations needed to calculate these profiles are computationally expensive, particularly for a gel-phase bilayer due to the slow dynamics. When one is interested in finding how various lipid components and compositions affect the bilayer permeability, it is thus not practical to calculate the permeability for a large number of systems. It is therefore desirable to be able to predict how bilayer compositions affect the permeability, based on the data available from equilibrium MD simulations. From the inhomogeneous solubility-diffusion model, it is known that the permeability is related to 1) the free-energy cost of displacing a permeating molecule from the aqueous phase to the bilayer interior, and 2) the diffusional freedom of this molecule in the dense tail region, both of which are less computationally expensive calculations than the permeability.
The excess-free-energy and occupied-area profiles calculated support the observations from experimental studies (17, 21, 22) that ISIS reduces the bilayer permeability and suggest that HDHD has a similar effect on the bilayer permeability. However, it must be noted that these calculated quantities provide limited insight into permeability. For example, the fact that DSPC headgroups are more hydrated in mixed-component bilayers implies that the hydrophobic regions of these bilayers are more exposed to water than in the pure DSPC bilayer. This could result in increasing permeability as the DSPC concentration decreases. A wide, dense tail region and densely packed small headgroups, features that are believed to result in a small bilayer permeability, distinguish the systems with ISIS and HDHD from those dominated by DSPC. Although it is possible that side branches further reduce bilayer permeability, the findings here indicate that they are not the only mechanism responsible for a reduced permeability in the case of ISIS. We note that experimental studies have reported contradictory links between orthorhombic lipid packing and bilayer permeability (17, 21, 47) and that orthorhombic chain packing was investigated in this study, although the uncertainty in the lattice parameters was found to be larger than the hexagonal-to-orthorhombic deformation, so that no conclusion could be drawn. The chain packing and hexagonal-to-orthorhombic deformation are discussed in Fig. S3 .
CONCLUSIONS
The work presented here highlights important new insights, to our knowledge, into the structural properties of single-and multicomponent bilayers in the gel phase. Single-component DPPC, DSPC, and ISIS bilayers showed large APLs and tail tilt, in contrast to those of an HDHD bilayer. It was found that the structures of single-component bilayers depend on the sizes of the different parts of the lipids. In the case of DPPC and DSPC, the large APL was a consequence of the headgroup size, whereas in the case of ISIS molecules, the side branches on the tails prevented a tighter lipid packing. When the lipid molecules contain no bulky parts, such as in the case of HDHD, the APL is largely determined by the interactions between the acyl chains.
The structural properties of lipid mixtures are found to be not simply a combination of the properties of their singlecomponent constituents. In particular, the APL and chain tilt angle of a DSPC-ISIS bilayer are smaller than those of pure DSPC and ISIS bilayers. This is explained first by the fact that only half of the molecules have a large headgroup and only half of the tails have side branches, such that the steric repulsions are much smaller than in singlecomponent bilayers. Second, an offset is formed between the positioning depths of the lipid species in the bilayers, especially when ISIS is present in the bilayer. The side branches on the ISIS tails drive these molecules to be located deeper in the bilayer than other components, enabling the ISIS tail endings to be located outside of the dense tail region. The absence of side branches (i.e., in a DSPC-HDHD bilayer) results in a smaller offset and APL. The fact that the APL decreases despite the decreasing offset demonstrates that headgroup repulsions have less influence on the structure of a multicomponent bilayer than do side branches for the systems studied. The complicated structural arrangements observed for the two-and threecomponent mixtures illustrate that although the study of single-component model bilayers is important, the properties of multicomponent bilayers can be dominated by mechanisms unique to the molecular interactions present in multicomponent systems.
Hydrogen bonding between water and lipids was investigated, and the number of hydrogen bonds per molecule was found to depend on the bilayer composition. This was especially clear in the case of bilayers containing DSPC: a lower concentration of DSPC resulted in more space around the DSPC headgroups and thus a larger number of hydrogen bonds per DSPC molecule. On the other hand, the residence times of hydrogen bonds decreased with decreasing DSPC concentration, since residence times depend on the local water mobility: More available space around the DSPC headgroups results in more freedom for the water to move around. It was found that the hydrogen-bond residence times for each lipid species in a bilayer were approximate, since the movement of a water molecule depends not only on the lipid that it is hydrogen-bonded to, but also on its local environment, including the surrounding lipids and the spatial confinement.
Finally, bilayer permeability was discussed in terms of the free-energy cost for water to penetrate into the bilayer and the available space to diffuse through the bilayer interior. It was found that ISIS and HDHD result in a steeper free-energy profile compared to DPPC and DSPC, and that the dense tail region is wider in the systems with ISIS or HDHD, compared to the pure DPPC and DSPC bilayers. These results are indicative of a smaller permeability when either of these esters is present in the bilayer.
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